Introduction
Global mean land surface temperature and sea surface temperature (SST) have risen significantly over the past half century, and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) fourth assessment report concluded that most of the global surface temperature increase was very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse-gas concentrations (IPCC 2007) . Given the great societal and scientific concerns, the impact of global warming on tropical cyclone (TC) activity has been the subject of considerable investigation in recent years. While progress has been made in assessing the influence on TC intensity and rainfall (Knutson et al. 2010) , relatively little is known about the possible change of TC tracks in a warming climate.
TC tracks are controlled essentially by large-scale steering and propagation resulted from the interaction of a TC with its environment (Wang et al. 1998 
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Summary
•With increasing TC influence over the subtropical East Asia and decreasing TC activity over the South China Sea, the observed TC track changes are linked to the SVD leading mode. The spatial patterns are characterized with global warming in SST, and the associated changes in the large-scale steering flows agree well with the linear trends in the TC translation velocity over the western part of the WNP basin.
•The five selected IPCC models are generally capable of simulating the observed features in global SST warming and the changes of large-scale steering flows in the western part of the WNP basin. The projected changes in the large-scale steering flows are similar to those observed over the period 1965-2009, suggesting Data This study employs the monthly SST with 2° latitude by longitude 2° resolution and the monthly winds with 2.5° latitude by 2.5° longitude resolution from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis dataset (NCEP/NCAR). The output of the control and global warming experiments from the IPCC climate models in the fourth assessment report is used to examine the possible typhoon track change in the future. The tropical cyclone data in the western North Pacific is the best track dataset from Joint Typhoon Warming Center (JTWC), including tropical cyclone position and intensity also at six hour intervals.
Method
The singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis is used to obtain the leading mode associated with global warming. The SVD is conducted with the global SST field, large-scale steering flows in the WNP basin, and the frequency of TC occurrence.
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The increasing TC influence in the subtropical East Asia and decreasing TC influence over the South China Sea will continue by 2040.
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